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Summary 

A rotor test stand using active magnetic hearings and a digital 
control unit to identify system parameters is presented. On the 
basis of a discrete-time system description, reference is made 
to a basic control circuit and a feasible identification method 
for on-line processing. First experimental results in terms of 
basic control circuit design and identification are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Because of their physical properties and design, active magnetic 

bearings can perform further functions beyond that of supporting 

the shaft. Techniques of active vibration control [6, 7] and 

identifying parameters can be used particularly in conjunction 

with a digital control system. The identification of rotor

dynamic parameters in a test stand utilising active magnetic 

bearings allows to improve the reliability of rotor-dynamic cal

culations. 

This is of major importance for turbo-compressor rotors as the 

trend towards ever increasing power density leads to the desigrl 

of very slender rotors which are run far above their first natu

ral bending frequency. Only with sufficiently precise knowledge 

of the bearing characteristics and the magnitude of the various 

excitation sources can stable operation be ensured through an 

adequate rotor-dynamic design [4, 5J. This applies to machines 

both with conventional bearings and with magnetic bearings. 

The prediction of excitation by fluid forces originating from 

the inter-stage and shaft seals require results from experi

ments [3]. Realistic experiments can be conducted on a test 
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stand with active magnetic bearings serving as measuring unit. 

The objective of this paper is to present a rotor test stand for 

that purpose and a possible method of parameter identification. 

The approach to be shown can be generalised and transferred to 

other rotor systems. On the one hand, it enables the controller 

parameters to be adapted with varying operating conditions such 

that an optimum rotor behaviour can always be achieved, and on 

the other it allows to match magnetic bearing units to unknown 

rotor systems at the start-up phase. 

2. Test Stand 

The use of active magnetic bearings allows flow tests under rea

listic conditions which prevail in this stand in contrast with 

conventional test stands, in particular: 

a) Magnetic bearings may be installed in the pressure chamber. 

This allows tests at a high pressure level without shaft 

seals which would affect the dynamics of the entire system. 

Apart from the known magnetic forces and fluid forces, there 

are no further disturbing forces acting on the rotor if the 

shaft is well balanced. 

b) Owing to the possibility of presetting test functions, mag

netic bearings allow the simulation of a great variety of 

real operating conditions. 

The test set-up employed is shown 

schematically in figure 1. In view 

of the algorithms to be processed 

a digital signal processing unit 

was developed because of the 

greater flexibility it offers. 

The core is a 16 bit signal pro

cessor with an on-board multiplier 

[71. The assembler programs are 

set up in a host computer. The eva

luation module (EVM) provides the 

connection between the host compu

ter and the signal processor Fig. 1: Digital Signal 
Processing 
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and includes, inter alia, the assembler and debug options. The 

EVM processor and the signal processor work in a master/slave 

configuration. An analog interface with 7 input/output channels 

was developed at the Duishurg University as input/output of the 

signal processor [7]. Inductive sensors are used to measure dis

tances and the power amplifiers are pulsed DC types. 

5 6 7 9 8 7 6 5 

1 2 3 4 4 

Fig. 2: Test stand with active magnetic bearings 

Figure 2 is a sectional view of the test stand. The drive is 

conventional by a variable-speed motor via a gear unit. Since 

the drive is not integral with the stand, disturbing moments 

originating from the drive are avoided and the test rotor is 

simple and symmetric. The dynamic separation of the test rotor 

(3) from the drive (1) is through a most bendable and torsion

ally elastic bar (2) introduced through the hollow rotor. The 

figure shows a labyrinth seal being tested. The symmetric ar

rangement of two identical labyrinths (4) provides balanced 

thrust. The test gas is admitted in the casing centre (9) and 

accelerated tangentially by swirl rings (8). The magnetic bear-
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ings (7) are jointly installed with the auxiliary bearings (5) 

and sensors (6) in a housing and are radially adjustable. The 

electrical lines to the sensors and bearings leave the housing 

through pre-stressed glass penetrations. 

3. Equations of Motion 

The test shaft shown in figure 2 is projected to the model of the 

rigid rotor according to figure 3. The axial motion need not be 

considered because of being restrained oy the torsion bar. The 

radial rotor motions are described by the coordinates of centre 

of gravity x, y, and cardan angles D, ~. Magnetic forces Fr and 

Fl act in the right and in the left bearing plane. The flexural 

stiffness of the torsion bar is simulated by a substitute spring 

with stiffness factor ka at the right shaft end. Furthermore a 

static unbalance F = m e Q2 exp(jQt) and a dynamic unbalance 

mass m 

moments of 
inertia A,e 
Fig.3: Model of rigid rotor, coordinate system 
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M = E exp(jiJt) has to be considered (j = 0). The resulting 

fluid forces ideally act at the rotor centre where because of 

inevitable unsymmetry, axial shift i of that force has to be 

considered. In the event of little vibration x, y of the rotor 

about the centre thes~ fluid forcE's can be taken as proportional 

to denection and velocity [3], with coefficients dR' dO' kR' klJ 

which are unknown at this stage: 

(1) 

The angles a, p of rotor incline are not considered in equation 

(1) since disturbing moments which may occur are compensated, 

which results in the rotor performing pure motions of translation. 

In the case of minor motions about the centre the magnetic forces 

for the leFt and the right bearin~ (index 1, r) can be linearised 

[2, 8, g]. Therefore the bearing force can be expressed as 

(2 ) 

where XL' YL bearing coordinates; ix, iy bearing currents, 

k ~ N2 A 12/53 k = 0,5 ~ N2 AI/5 2 with soL 0 0' q 0 L 0 0 

~o = 4rr 10-7 Vs/Am, N number of windings; AL pole surface; 

and 

10 ma~netic biasing current; So nominal air gap. 

Em p loy i n g the com pie x va ria b 1 e 5 Z = X + j y and ljl = p - j a and 

the complex bearing currents in the left and the right bearing 

u l = i lx + j i ly ' u r = i rx + J lry' the linear motion equations, 

taking account of the gyroscopic influence, can be expressed as: 

[: :1 ['~ll 
['": 1 ,,2,"rejot; (3) 
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with the following expressions (cf. Fig. 3): 

D11 = 2(d R-jd Q) C12 = -kas-ks(hl-h r ) 

D22 = -jQC C21 = -k s-k (h -h )+2k s-j2k S a sIr R Q 

C11 = k a +2(k R-k s)-j2k q C22 = k s2-k (h 2 _h 2 ) 
a srI 

Generally, motions of the centre of gravity and incline z,' occur 

as combined motions. In the present case (cf. Fig. 2) the two 

bearings are at the same distance from the centre of gravity, 

i.e. hI = hr. The equations can be completely separated if the 

fluid forces act exactly at the rotor centre(g = 0) and the flex

ural stiffness of the torsion bar is negligible (k a = 0). We 

shall use these simplifications in our further approach. 

Owing to the digital signal processing method we use, the system 

works on the sampling principle with the result that the analysis 

is continued in a discrete-time manner. The conversion of the 

continuous-time representation (3) into the discrete-time repre

sentation is accomplished using the transition matrix [1]. For 

the complex motion of centre of gravity we employ a derived dif

ference equation which only contains the deflections involved: 

with the complex system parameters a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b2 , into which 

enter, inter alia, the fluid forces, with the control variable 

u(k) = u l (k)+ur(k), variable of unbalance Ws (time function: 

s(k-l) = exp(jQ(k-I)T»as well as weight wG and an additional 

consta~~ disturbance woo If we now introduce backward shift oper

ator q ,equation (4)can be transformed into 

(5 ) 

using the polynomials 

-1 -1 A(q ) = a 1 q 

4. Basic Control Circuit 

If the fluid forces are not considered now, the known parameters 
-1 -1 in Ao(q ), Bo(q ) can be used, with Q = QA as given design an-

gular velocity, to present the control law 
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u (k) = _ 1 tQ(q-1)Z(khuG1 
o p(q-1) J 

(6 ) 

for the system free of unbalance 

(7) 

In equation (6) P and Q stand for polynomials 

-1 -1 
P(q ) = 1+P1 q (8 ) 

with initially unknown coefficients for matching to the rotor 

dynamics desired. The compensation of weight is by means of u G• 

In the simplest case the controller coefficients in (6) are de

termined by placing poles zi (i=1,2,3) for the control circuit 

taken from (6) and (7). This leads to coefficient comparison [1 ] 

of the form 

p(z-1) [1+A o (Z-1)] + Bo (z-1) Q(z-1) = ~ (z-z.) 
i =1 1 

(9 ) 

with single-valued coefficients for the basic control circuit. 

5. Identification of Parameters 

Figure 4 is a typical representation of the parameter identifi

cation procedure. 

ROTOR SYSTEM 

z(k) 
)-o---j CON T R 0 L L E R t-------; 

Fig. 4: 

Typical procedure of 

parameter identification 

This diagram shows the rotor system with parameter vector 

T 
£ = [a1,a2,b1,b2'wo'ws] ( 10) 
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connected in parallel with an equally structured deterministic 

model including external disturbance with adjustable parameters 

E.~ (k) = [ aM 1 (k ) , a M2 (k ) , b M 1 (k ) , b M2 (k ) , w Mo (k ) , w Ms (k ) J 
Error 

with data vector 

.! T (k -1) = [- z (k -1), - z (k - 2 ) j u (k -1), u (k - 2 ); 1; s ( k -1) ] 

tends towards zero if 

for k - 00 

( 11) 

( 12 ) 

( 13 ) 

In contrast wi th (6), the variable in (13) is to be extended by 

the test signal uT(k): 

u(k) 

On the basis of error (12) there are numerous methods which can 

be employed to draft a suitable on-line identification algorithm. 

Since the hardware and numeric expenditure must be within reason

able limits, currently two approaches can be highlighted: one is 

the- well-proved least squares method which is most advantageous 

in that it provides rapid convergence with well selected initial 

values. However, its disadvantage is the still high numeric ex

penditure for quick on-line identification. On the other hand, 

the 'minimisation of e(k) using the gradient method has proved to 

be successful. This approach ist characterised by a low numeric 

expenditure. Its disadvantage is the slow convergence and the 

related greater susceptibility to disturbance. Despite these 

disadvantages we are using the gradient method for error mini

misation. 

Taking the real error function 

( 14 ) 

in whi.ch the superlined values represent the conjugate complex 

numbers,and the related gradient 

<P(k-1) e(k) ( 15 ) 
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as a basis, we obtain the identification algorithm 

(16 ) 

For the hermitic weighting matrix G(k) Q"T (k) we write: 

c 
G (k ) 0 

G 0 2 
~T 

< c < 
(k -1 ) G <)J(k-1 ) -0 0 

-0 

( 17 ) 

with the constant diagonal matrix Qo • 

If the system-parameters are known, the disturbances can be 

identified separately. 

Figure 5 gives an exemplary result of a numeric simulation of 

error e(k) and identification variable aMI (k) varying as a func

tion of time. We see the error initially decreasing relatively 

fast. As mentioned above, the residual adaptive variation of 

aMI (k) is slow because of the small residual error. This be

haviour causes some difficulties during processing with the aid 

of a micro computer and requires the selection of suitable 

scales. 
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Fig. 5: Numeric simulation of the identification process 
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6. Experimental Results 

At first we are discussing the behaviour of the basic control 

circuit. The problem faced when designing a digital control cir

cuit is to correctly tune the controller coefficients and the 

sampling time with due consideration of the permanent disturbance 

of the measuring signal by noise. Most of this fine adjustment 

cannot be accomplished but by way of experiment. The test rotor 

showed a favourable running behaviour with 500 ~s sampling time 

and poles placed between zi = 0.70 ... 0.85 (i=1, ... ,6). However, 

here the static stiffness is low resulting in the weight having 

to be compensated by constant superimposition of u G in (6) or the 

static stiffness being increased through an integrating portion. 

, 
---I 

;1 j:. I 
-n---;---T~(t)- ;--- -.----1 
r~~1 
'I 

I -
~~-
--,----i - 10,1 s 

I 

Fig. 6: Step response. 
Sampling time T=500 ~s 

Fig. 7: Parameter identification 
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Figure 6 shows the deflection of centre of gravity x(t) when a 

reference signal is changed abruptly, the weight being compen

sated by u G in (6) instead of an integrating portion. We readily 

see a good settling time to the new final condition. The identifi

cation algorithm is to be judged in the first analysis on the ba

sis of the determination of the weight parameter Wo in (4) and 

(10). Figure 7 is based on the system with the basic control cir

cuit according to (6) (uG=O) and shows the identification process 

as a function of time giving deflection signal x(t) and parameter 

wMo(t). The identification process is completed after 0.2 seconds, 

and the identification time and the signal overshoot can be influ

enced by selecting a different weighting coefficient Co in (17). 
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